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Abstract— One of the major challenges in managing resources of 
computational Grids with diverse shared resources is how to 
meet users' QoS requirements and rationally distribute resources 
at the same time. In particular, even though less reliable desktop 
PCs are dominant resource providers of computational Grids, 
they are often underutilized because they do not exhibit qualities 
required by typical scientific and business applications targeting 
computational Grids. Economy-based markets are expected to 
foster the utilization of those underutilized low quality resource 
via supply-and-demand. However, our experiment shows that 
price has its limitation in controlling the supply-and-demand in 
computational markets. This situation necessitates Highly 
Available Job Execution Service (HA-JES) which fosters the 
balanced resource consumption by dynamically and 
transparently replicating jobs with underutilized and under-
priced resources. In particular, the process of job replication in 
HA-JES occurs in market-driven efficient way; underutilized 
and therefore cheap resources are exploited to build a high 
quality resource and hence facilitate balanced resource usage. 
Our simulation results show that HA-JES benefits all actors in 
the Grid market in terms of resource utilization, market 
capacity, and market stability. 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

Computational Grids consists of diverse computing 
resources ranging from cheap and less available desktop 
machines to highly available and high performance clusters 
and super computers.  One of the major challenges in 
managing these diverse resources is how to meet users’ QoS 
requirements and rationally distribute resources at the same 
time. If users’ QoS requirements are biased toward some 
specific properties, for example, all users want 99% reliable 
resources for their 24 hour jobs, then the resources which 
meet those requirements can be over-utilized while the rest of 
them are idle and underutilized. This kind of imbalanced 
resource usage pattern is often found in many computational 
Grids.  

A market-based computational economy [6] has been 
proposed for effective resource management, where pricing of 
a resource and limited “money” of a user works as a feedback 
to enforce users’ rational behavior. In market-based resource 
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computational resources are allocated through 
e the cost of using a resource is determined by 
mand; Underutilized resources will have lower 
are expected to foster more usage of them and 
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market when the gap between what the market 

hat users want is big.  
e job execution environment like Condor [15] 
with the execution of idempotent jobs with 
 resources ranging from a desktop PC to super 
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for jobs can be especially challenging. Even 
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uch systems, they are underutilized because they 
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hence foster balanced resource usage. Even though there are 
many different QoS properties, performance, reliability, 
security, etc., we focus on the reliability of a computational 
resource because major concern in allocating a computational 
resource for a job execution is whether it will successfully 
complete without failure within a time bound. To increase the 
reliability of a virtualized resource, HA-JES replicates jobs in 
time and in space. The degree of replication and the raw 
resource selection process is determined by the market.  

HA-JES is being implemented as an extension of OGSA 
basic execution service (OGSA-BES) [10] in the Genesis-II 
Grid platform [1]. Before deploying in the active Grid, we 
tested the impact of HA-JES to the Grid market using 
simulation with various workloads. Our experiment shows 
that HA-JES benefits all actors in the Grid market. For clients, 
HA-JES gives more choices in resource selection and gives 
higher chance of successfully finding a resource satisfying 
their QoS requirements. For resource providers, more 
revenues are earned with otherwise wasted resources. And 
finally for the Grid market as a whole, HA-JES increases the 
computational capacity of the whole Grid and this increased 
capacity results in desirable market characteristics such as 
price stability.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
we place HA-JES in context by examining relevant work in a 
number of related areas. In Section III, we describe HA-JES in 
detail. In Section IV, we present our simulation results which 
quantify the benefits of HA-JES in Grid market. Finally in 
Section V, we conclude with summary and future work.  

II. RELATED WORK

The work of this paper is based on two distinctive but 
related fields; replicated task execution and economical 
resource management.  

A.  Replicated Task Execution 

Replication as a tool for high reliability in computer 
systems originates back to von Neumann’s work [16], which 
schedules redundant copies of the tasks to increase the 
probability of having at least one of them successfully 
completes. Since then, along with checkpointing and roll-
back-recovery [15], replication has been extensively used as a 
primary tool for reliable task execution.  

Previous researches are mostly concerned with the 
management of replicas; how to make them have the same 
state and how to manage the group of replicas. In contrast to 
that, HA-JES is quite free from such issues occurring in 
traditional replicated job execution environment.  This is 
mainly because the job execution service in HA-JES is 
idempotent. In HA-JES and job execution services based on 
OGSA-BES, the requirement of a job including input files 
required for execution is specified at the job submission time 
and copied in before the execution and the results are copied 
out after successful job execution. During the job execution, 
no interaction with outside entities is assumed. This makes 
HA-JES idempotent and consistency between replicas 
unnecessary. 
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portant issue in replication is to decide the 
edundancy [20]. In probability theory, the 
lysis of a replicated job can be easily done if the 
 each replica completing is known [18].  

the problem of previous approaches in 
he degree of redundancy is that they do not 
ost of having redundancy. Because each replica 
ical resource, the degree of redundancy should 
based on the overall resource usage status of the 
e value that the user gives on that job. In HA-

revious approaches, the degree of redundancy is 
y the market state and values that the user puts 
 the system has abundant idle resources, then a 
ancy may be affordable. But if resources are 

 has to put more value on his job to get the same 
rce quality. In HA-JES, this is all determined by 
mand in the market.  

al Resource Allocation 
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l economy has been studied as a metaphor for 
agement of computational resources [6]. In 
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res such as system utilization and throughput, 
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an auction on behalf of clients and resource 
r servicing that request. Irwin et al. considered 
ution service market as in our study; the task 
ake bid on client’s request of task execution. In 

 contract is made between service provider and 
S assurance and price through negotiation. This 
 negotiation and agreement procedure is an 
in service oriented architecture [9]. HA-JES also 
rvice negotiation and agreement model.  
ur approach is different from both Stonbreaker 
in et al.’s works because HA-JES dynamically 
-quality resources when demand from users are 
 what current market is able to supply. The 

of our study is to investigate the effectiveness of 
mputational market.  



Despite the large body of work, there has been little study 
on how to meet the user’s QoS requirement when the quality 
distribution of available resources is quite different from 
users’ quality requirements. 

III. HIGHLY AVAILABLE JOB EXECUTION SERVICE

Because HA-JES exploits cheap and underutilized 
resources in computational service market, we first consider 
our computational service market.  

A.  Service Model 

In a computational service market, clients request job 
execution on computing resources which are provided by the 
service providers or resource owners. Both clients and service 
provider have choices; clients can choose a service provider 
who executes a job reliably with the smallest charge; and 
service providers can choose a client whose job will maximize 
its revenue. Both parties negotiate to reach an agreement on 
the price and QoS levels which both parties will adhere to 
afterward. The major factors determining the successful 
establishment of contracts are the QoS level and the price. The 
price of using a service is determined by auction. First, a 
client sends bid requests specifying job requirements to a few 
eligible service provides. Service providers respond with a bid 
specifying the price that will be charged for the job and QoS 
level that it will assure and penalty on job failure1. A client 
selects the service provider who assures best QoS level at 
lowest and affordable price. The negotiation process can be 
supplemented by additional entities such as resource brokers 
and information services. The broker coordinates clients and 
service providers. The information service provides 
information required for entities to make a decision. The 
whole architecture of the computational service market is 
shown in Figure 1.  

Client HA-JES

Service sites

Job(length, deadline, max 
price, reliability)

Bid request (length, deadline)

Reject. “I
am busy”

Bid request (length, deadline)
Bid ( price, QoS level)Accept

Bid request (length, deadline)

Bid ( price, QoS level)

Accept

Information 
Service

List of (most likely)

resources

Figure 1. Computational service market. 

We explain each components of computational service 
market in the next section. 

B.  Components of Computational Service Market 

Clients 
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s are submitted by clients. The form of a request 
here l is the estimated job execution time which 

 to a canonical machine, d is the deadline, p is 
ce, and r is reliability requirement. This request 
 to run a job whose estimated execution time is l
 finished by time d. And I want my job to be run 
site who guarantees the reliability of r with less 
 This request can be submitted either to a service 
r to a broker. Once the job request is submitted 
is established, then the client does not need to 
it can check the job progress using a unique 
. 

 instance is a broker that selects computing 
ed on job requirements from the client. This 
 an auction and sends a bid requests to multiple 

 service sites by forwarding the client request, (l, 
ximum price is masked out from the original job 
ourage service sites to assess the job request and 
e cost of job execution through bids. The list of 
service sites are obtained from an information 
 receiving the bids from the service sites, HA-

s bids to find a service site that meets the QoS 
inimum price. However, in many cases the 

y not be successful because service sites who 
 level may demand a higher price than the client 
stead of rejecting the job request, HA-JES may 
e service sites whose suggested QoS levels and 
s than client’s requirement. After the resource 
s are replicated to these low quality and cheap 
il either aggregate QoS level or total cost is no 

oS level, r, and maximum cost from the client, 
 of this process follows in section III-C. The 
cation can be done by HA-JES itself or by the 
rokers. 

es 

es execute a job that is requested from a client 
 establishment. Upon receiving the bid request, 
site assesses the probability of meeting the 
profit from executing the job. When it is found 
xecute the job, then a bid is made to the HA-JES. 
at service sites reveal true valuation of the job 
d and do not play games to win the auction.  
viders can vary from single desktop to cluster 

owever, they provide the same service interface 
they are distinguishable only by QoS levels they 
source attributes such as architecture types.  

n Services 
 services [8] are core components in the Grid 

. They provide diverse information and 
 for Grid, which includes service discovery, 
onitoring, and resource characterization. 
ervices may support complex query interfaces to 
s satisfying constraints. In this study the 



information service simply provides a random list of n live 
service providers that are willing to accept a new job. 

C. Replicated Job Execution in HA-JES 

The most notable difference of HA-JES from ordinary 
resource brokers is that it dynamically and transparently 
replicates a job execution using underutilized resources. The 
three factors that determine the degree of replication and the 
selection of service sites to run replicas are (1) the price of 
resources, (2) client’s QoS requirement, and (3) the amount of 
money that a client is willing to pay for the job. The resource 
allocation algorithm in HA-JES is shown in Figure 2.  

On arrival of job request (l, d, p, r); 
l:job length, d: deadline, p: maximum price, r: reliability 
1. get the list of candidate resources from an information 

service 
2. requests bids to candidate service sites by sending (l, d, r)
3. get bids (ps , rs) from service sites until time expires; ps : 

price, rs: probability of meeting the deadline 
4. sorts bids in the ascending order of  func(ps , rs)

5. iterate and add a resource s to target resource list until either 
6.     (a) ps  p
7.     (b) 1- (1- rs )  r
8. if 1- (1- rs )  r, dispatch jobs to selected resources 
9. otherwise, notify submission failure to the client 

Figure 2. Algorithm for resource allocation in HA-JES. 

The basic idea behind the algorithm is that if n resources 
are required to achieve the same level of reliability of a single 
resource, which is priced p, then the sum of the prices of n
resources should be at most equal to p. Note that this can not 
be true without HA-JES. Without HA-JES resources 
unqualified for the client’s QoS requirement can not be 
utilized and its price would be much lower or virtually zero if 
this situation continues for sometime. The low price of the 
underutilized resource should foster the active usage of the
resource. However, as we will see later in Section IV this may 
not be the case.  

The first step of the resource allocation is to get bids. After 
getting bids, the “best” resource should be found to meet the 
QoS requirement and deadline with minimum cost. The 
“best“ resource can be either a single service site or a group of 
service sites if a single site can not meet the deadline and QoS 
level with the available money. We should note that finding 
the best set of resources in this problem can be reduced to 0/1 
knapsack problem, and the problem is well-known to be NP-
hard [7]. Therefore, instead of trying to find the best set of 
resources, we resort to find a possibly-best set of resources 
using a greedy approach.  

In our greedy approach, bids are sorted first in the 
ascending order of func(ps , rs) where ps is a price and  rs is the 
probability of meeting the deadline. The function can be 
defined in different ways with the different preferences. The 
function is defined as ps  (1-rs)

2 in our study. By the sorting, 
the bids are possibly enumerated in the order of the smallest 
probability of missing the deadline with smallest price.  
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ng the bids, target resources are selected by 
adding the sorted bids one by one. The iteration 
til either the cost of using selected target 
equal to or greater than available money, or the 
bability to meet the deadline is equal to or 

he reliability requirement from the client. If the 
 of resources can meet both price and QoS level 
the job is replicated to the selected group of 
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fail
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Job dispatch

(a) replication in space 

deadline
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(b) replication in time and space

ation strategies in HA-JES; x-axis shows the elapses of time 
 the allocation of replicated jobs to resources. 

le problems with the above job replication 
call it replication-in-space-only hereafter, is that 
 be charged more than necessary if one or more 
 number of replicas complete successfully, and 
line is not imminent, this can incur unnecessary 

e utilization without further gain. The first 
nds on the charging policy; the client may or 
harged against the utilization of the resource if 
not complete successfully. In this paper, we 

nt is charged regardless of success or failure of 
harging policy is established so that only a 
mpletion is charged, then the line 6 of the 
uld be changed to ( ps  (1- (1- rs )))  p, 

s  p; this implies higher redundancy is possible. 
 issue is out of scope of this paper. For more 
ounting and charging issue, readers are referred 
cond problem incurs when the deadline in not 
the deadline is long enough to try a job again 
 then redundancy in time is better in the view 
ive resource utilization and cost minimization.  
es the combination of replication in time and 

 estimated that the deadline is far enough to do 
obs are retried in sequence. When the job fails 
cution or is not completed in the expected time, 
 is restarted. When the deadline becomes 
 job is dispatched in parallel to multiple 
e disadvantage of this approach is that the 



auction must be held several times. When an auction is held, 
HA-JES schedules the redundant executions based on the 
optimistic view that currently available resource will be 
available in the next time, but this assumption does not hold in 
many cases. HA-JES should hold a new auction to find 
currently available resources. We call this replication strategy 
as replication-in-time-space hereafter. The impact of having 
different replication strategies is shown in Section IV. 

IV. SIMULATION

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of HA-JES in 
computational service market, we have conducted a number of 
simulations which served to quantify its ability to make use of 
idle resources, contribution on market stability, and total 
capacity of the computing pool. In our experiment, the 
changes of the market status during 180 days with and without 
HA-JES were observed and the results are shown in Figure 
6~Figure 12. The replication-in-space-only strategy was used 
as default. The impact of using different replication strategies 
is presented in Section IV-D.  

A. Simulation Settings 

The hardest part in the simulation of a computational 
service market is how to simulate the behavior of each subject 
of the market including clients and service sites. The decision 
on buying and selling resources and setting the appropriate 
price on it depends on human behavior and this is hard to 
model and simulate.  

Resource price determination rules for resources 
1. If utilization for the past day is higher than threshold high, 

increase the price by high % 
2. If utilization for the past day is lower than threshold low, 

decrease the price by low % 
Purchase price determination from clients 
1. If job success rate for the past day is higher than threshold high, 

increase the price by (average price of past day * high)% 
2. If job success rate for the past day is lower than threshold low, 

decrease the price by (average price of past day * low)% 

Workload determination 
1. If job success rate for the past day is higher than threshold high, 

increase the job submission rate by (average price of past day * 
high)% 

2. If job success rate for the past day is lower than threshold low, 
decrease the job submission rate by (average price of past day * 

low)% 
3. If price for the past day is higher than threshold high, decrease 

the job submission rate by (average price of past day * high)% 
4. If price for the past day is lower than threshold low, increase 

the job submission rate by (average price of past day *  low)% 

Figure 4. The control policies of the market entities. These rules are enforced 
on every monitoring periods. 

In our simulation, the behaviour of each market entity is 
simulated by an agent who works on behalf of the entity. The 
decision of the agent is controlled by a few tunable policies. 
The market is monitored every day and each entity runs the 
control policy to control its behavior. Figure 4 shows some of 
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olicies. Note that the job arrival rate changes 
based on how many jobs were successfully 
he past day; this is based on the assumption that 
luctant to submit their jobs overloaded Grid 

se it will gives them very low probability of job 

ows other simulation parameters. The reliability 
 the resources follows bimodal distribution. One 
nts highly reliable resources and the other 

s reliable resources. The job length also follows 
ibution. One mode is for long jobs with the 
 hours and the other is for short jobs with the 
 hours. In the simulation, the computational 
t ran for 180 days. These simulation settings 

 ratio of high vs. low quality resources,  the  
tributions of resources follow the real resource 
 which were found in our previous resource 
dy [11, 13]. 

Value 
 of 720

gh 
rce 

72 (10% of total resources) 

w 
rce  

648 (90% of total resources) 

 high 
rce 

time-to-fail  follows Normal(30,5) days 

 low 
rce 

time-to-fail follows Normal(1,0.3) days 

te controlled by the algorithm in Figure 4 
to keep the Grid pool have 90% job 
success rate 

g jobs Normal (12, 3) hours 

rt jobs Normal (1, 0.3) hours 

 and 1:1 

dline Normal( 3 *  job length, job length) 
hours 

eriod 180 days 

Figure 5. Simulation parameters. 

Utilization and Market Capacity 

y goal of the HA-JES is to foster the utilization 
ed low quality resources. Even though a market 
to foster the utilization of those underutilized 
ugh pricing mechanism, our result shows that 
appen without some mechanisms like HA-JES 
 in space and/or time. Figure 9 and Figure 11

ization and its price respectively over 180 days 
 was not used. With the low utilization, around 

 is getting lower and finally it is virtually zero. 
 low price can not foster the utilization. Both the 
d price remains at low level during the entire 
his is because even though the price is low the 
resources still can not meet the quality 

from clients. On the contrary, the experiment 
HA-JES enables the utilization of these 



underutilized low quality resources. With HA-JES, the 
utilization of these low quality resources is almost 57% in 
average in Figure 11 and its average price is around 500. 
Compare the price of low quality resources and high quality 
resources. The price of high quality resources are around 1500 
on average. This price ratio of low and high quality resources 
is very reasonable when we consider that HA-JES used 2.58 
low quality resources on average to satisfy the quality 
requirement while a single high quality resource can meet the 
requirement alone.  

The utilization of low quality resources which would be 
otherwise wasted, allows the increase of the total 
computational capacity of the Grid pool. Figure 6 shows how 
many jobs were submitted each day during the experiment 
period. In our experiment, jobs are submitted to the Grid as far 
as the Grid can accept and successfully complete jobs with 
90% assurance. With the abundance of low quality resources, 
the total capacity of the Grid pool is about 8 times higher with 
HA-JES than without HA-JES.  
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igure 9. Utilization of low quality resources.
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Figure 11. Price of low quality resources.
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 Figure 12. Price of high quality resources. 
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higher freedom of choice, this situation can be resolved by the 
market.  

Our experiment result conforms to our initial expectation as 
shown in Figure 7 ~ Figure 12. In Figure 8, without HA-JES, 
the purchasing price has higher deviation from equilibrium
and takes longer time to stabilize than with HA-JES; Without 
HA-JES the overshoot is almost 1500 and takes 100 days to 
get stabilized. However, with HA-JES, the overshoot is about 
300 and reaches the price equilibrium in about 30 days. This 
result is equally found in the selling price as shown in Figure 
12.  

D.  Comparison Between Replication Strategies 

The changes of the market status when HA-JES used 
replication-in-time-space are shown in Figure 13 ~ Figure 19. 

We can identify the computational capacity increased more 
than 30% compared to replication-in-space-only strategy in
Figure 13. In replication-in-time-space strategy, jobs are 
replicated on additional resource only if the current job 
execution fails, therefore each job execution requires less 
resources. This reduced resource consumption per job results 
in the surge of the total capacity. Note that even if the capacity 
is increased, the job success rate is same as the replication-in-
space-only strategy.  

We also found that the replication-in-time-space has better 
market stability. Both the deviation from the equilibrium and 
time to stabilize is smaller than replication-in-space-only 
strategy. Especially the price of high quality resources is more 
stable than replication-in-space-only strategy once reaches 
equilibrium. We believe that this market stability results from 
the increased computational capacity as Figure 13. This is 
similar to what we saw in Section V-C where increased 
capacity from using HA-JES made the market more stable.  

In this experiment, we did not consider the cost of holding 
an auction. If this is considered, then replication-in-time-space 
can be disadvantaged for that.  
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Figure 13. The number of job submission. 
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Figure 14. Job success rate. 
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Figure 15. Purchase price. 
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Figure 18.  Price of low quality resources. 
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Figure 19. Price of high quality resources.  

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Job execution service has been the basic building block of 
high throughput computing platforms such as Condor [15]. 
Even though inexpensive and low-quality resources are 
dominant constituent of those platforms, they are 
underutilized because they do not give enough guarantees on 
its quality. Economy-based markets are expected to foster the 
utilization of those underutilized low quality resource via 
supply-and-demand. However, our experiment shows that 
price has its limitation in controlling the supply-and-demand 
in computational markets. This situation necessitates the HA-
JES which fosters the balanced resource consumption by 
dynamically and transparently replicating jobs to underutilized 
and under-priced resources.  

Our experiment shows several benefits of having HA-JES 
in the job execution service market. For clients, HA-JES gives 
more choices in resource selection and gives a higher chance 
of successfully finding a resource satisfying their QoS 
requirements; for resource providers, more revenues are 
earned with otherwise wasted resources; and finally for Grid 
market as a whole, HA-JES increases the computational 
capacity of the whole Grid and this increased capacity results 
in desirable market characteristics such as price stability. 

We next plan to integrate HA-JES into the Genesis II [1] 
grid system being developed at the University of Virginia.  
HA-JES will be integrated into the Genesis II implementation 
of the OGSA Basic Execution Services (BES)[10] activity 
factory.  BES activity factories take activity documents as 
parameters.  Each activity document contains a JDSL [2]
document that describes the job (including optionally the 
amount of time the job will consume).  Activity documents 
may also contain other sub-documents as extensibility 

elements.  W
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